
ProModel Counted Among Top Finalists for the 2010 Microsoft Partner Awards in 
the Category Information Worker Solutions, Visio Partner of the Year

Allentown, PA — June 23, 2010 — Today, ProModel announced it has been selected as a finalist for the Microsoft Partner 
Awards in the Information Worker Solutions, Visio Partner of the Year award category. 

“We are pleased that Microsoft has recognized ProModel for two consecutive years as a winner or finalist for a partner of 
the year award” said ProModel President and CEO Keith Vadas.  Our Process Simulator software is a Microsoft Office Visio 
plug-in that enables users to run dynamic simulations inside Visio.” “We worked very hard to increase the power and ease 
of use of Process Simulator while leveraging the latest capabilities of Visio”.

Awards will be presented in a number of categories, with winners and finalists chosen from a pool of almost 3,000 entrants 
worldwide. The Information Worker Solutions, Visio Partner of the Year Award recognizes partners with proven expertise in 
the planning, implementation, and management of solutions using Microsoft Office Visio as a platform. This award honors 
ProModel for helping their customers reduce costs, gain business insights, enhance compliance, and reduce IT risks.

“Congratulations to the 2010 Partner Award finalists for delivering such creative and superior Microsoft solutions and ser-
vices,” said Allison Watson, Corporate Vice President, Worldwide Partner Group, Microsoft Corp. “It’s incredible to see the 
level of expertise our partners continue to exhibit as they create and deliver innovative solutions and services to grow their 
businesses, meet customer needs, and drive down costs.” 

The customer demand for a tool like Process Simulator continues to grow.  One customer in particular, the U.S. Air Force 
Manning Agency (AFMA) has increased their utilization of the tool because of real results being achieved through ProMod-
el’s solution approach.  AFMA indicated this was largely due to the exceptional training and support provided by ProModel 
to over 300 management analysts.  

AFMA experienced a huge success on a critical time sensitive study which was conducted utilizing the full capabilities of 
the Visio/Process Simulator software suite.  The study resulted in immediate approval of over 40 additional manpower 
resources and approval of many initiatives.  Since the initial study 14 additional significant analyses of actions (AoA) have 
been conducted to determine impact on the work centers. 

The Microsoft Partner Awards recognize Microsoft partners that have developed and delivered exceptional Microsoft-based 
solutions over the past year. 

Click here to read more about the Microsoft Partner Awards at the Microsoft News Center.

About ProModel Corporation

ProModel, a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner, has been a leading provider of Predictive Analytic Simulation Software Solu-
tions for 20 years, to help companies MAKE BETTER DECISIONS FASTER.  Our latest offerings integrate seamlessly with 
Microsoft products and platforms such as Project, Project Server, EPM, and Visio, to help organizations optimize portfolios, 
projects, processes and resource decisions that best align with business strategy. These unique solutions combine cutting 
edge simulation technology with a powerful methodology to increase the probability that the strategy will be met.

For additional information:

ProModel Marketing 610-628-6842; marketing@promodel.com
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